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Both Feminine and Masculine Energies Exist in 
Every Person, JUST LISTEN TO YOUR INTUITION/

INNER VOICE

experiences and 

of us

R

She is also an Entrepreneur, Founder of the 

brand ‘Tarqeeb’ where she creates one-of-a-

eate and express your true 

one-on-one sessions as well as through public 

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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I 
feel there are two parts to it, one is where 
I felt I had this since I was a child and the 
second is when I decided that I have and 
accepted it.

I had always 

early age, I was clairvoyant. As a child, I 

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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go into a shell

things would go wrong, and as I started 

had

It took a lot 

I endured in life

I believed and had faith 

than the pains I was enduring every day in 

there has not been one 

light within, it itself has been a deep 

and unlearning life with all love, glory, and 
grace

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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energy is Divine in 

energy. If you understand 

energies, they are very 

and balanced way. When 
I want to create and 

structure it and create 

channel the Masculine 

Healing 

world we live in, where everybody is so 

Also, with the 

take bath or eat daily, Energy work is about 
cleansing, healing, and nourishing your life 
in all areas

with the pen and paper, when we go into a 

ar, words, spelling, language, and 

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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tap into the subconscious level which opens 

that you can use – you can use them as the 

When you use this 
tool, you can see physically and know the 
current story but rewrite it literally as you 
choose to rewrite your words to rewrite 
your life based on how you desire to create 
your life

your inner voice tutoring 

that you can develop and grow into being 

but only athletes take the training where 
they run for their living or run at such a 

and so forth, you too can awaken, align, 

No, there isn’t any special art to learn 

To be 

you are listening to and receiving the 

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL

person in this world drew, 
painted, and created the 

boring it would be and 

wish people to understand 

release the need to gain 
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birthed when I was going through a stage 

the world and wondering how I can add 

My view on bei

or Music and such very literal are only 

heal, unleash

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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integrated way as humans are a very 

are expected to do it the way a teacher 

wants

So, let the children or 

people choose their true essence of what 

dancing without any choreography

Inner Child’ issues can be well healed 

and expressed if people know how and 

what is their safe space of expression

The safety of this expression 

and pleasing

easy receiving mode?

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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energy of Flow and Surrender

I don’t agree and accept the wounded 

energies part as I feel it’s the dialogue of 

on the wounded part. I like to address the 

structured and it's not working your way, 

then this is Masculine energy

can tap into the opposite dynamic of this 

Masculine energy exist in every person, 

inner voice tutoring you 
for the aligned answers 
and knowing. Everybody 

heighten it or let it be like 
that. The easiest way to 
develop or strengthen it 

least once a day and do 

listening to the natural 
sounds and your inner 

voice. Release the need 
to hear what you want to 

hear, but be ready to listen 

want to say to you.

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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hat is the role of Masculine 

The role of Masculine Energy in our lives 

The power 
of Masculine Energy to have structure, 
sturdiness, in doing or producing, logic, 

Again, as I said earlier, I don’t agree with 
the wounded part as we need the structure 
and safety of Masculine energy

energy

and help you live life in a more aligned and 

if females have 

Yes, we do need a union of both Masculine 

life easier

yourself of that energy?

or less in life for the days

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL
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e, feel a safe space 

and express t

all that they desire and that they do have 

LOVEFUL CONVERSATIONS-I BE BEAUTIFUL


